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CPC News

TSILKANI KINDERGARTEN  PROJECT
By Theresa Weinheimer

In September our CPC members went to visit the opening of the
new KindergardenIn Tsilkani.

We saw happy children in a much improved facility. Previously
having to be bused to Tserovani The Pre-K and K are now housed
in the same building with child appropriate desks, chairs, benches
storage and closets in bright, cheerful colors and sanitary surfaces
and each age group having their own rooms.
A new piano was provided for the Event Hall additional benches
for students and audience, as well as new bookcases for beautiful
wooden toys.



On the practical side the kitchen was much improved with a high performance
cooktop, properly Vented, a larger sink, proper electrical wiring and circuit
breakers. New insect screens were provided on all the kitchen windows. New
dishes, utensils and cookware were provided, as well as sun protected window
coverings to decrease heat especially in the sleeping areas.

In the outdoor area there was installed a very attractive wooden play area,
including two houses and various climbing equipment.

The staff of the Tsilkani Kindergarten received a new irrigation system to keep
the grounds green. A new vacuum cleaning system and medical supplies to
keep the children safe.
The children are cared for primarily by parent volunteers who are doing their
best in providing
The educational stimulus they can with the aid of the supplies provided. We
discussed the possibility of periodically bringing in teacher interns to provide
more professional input.
This project was brought to CPC under the direction of Aleid by the TASO
Foundation and UN WOMEN.

Thank you Marina, Nino, Ketevan and Ana.

CPC News



Feature Article  (p.1)

Music and dance
Georgians love music and they have a varied history of folk music styles from
different regions all over Georgia.

Folk songs are most commonly sung at feasts, where toasts and songs are
generally centered around God and long life, among other topics.

Georgia’s greatest musical contribution to the world, however, is its traditional
polyphonic folk singing and chanting in the Orthodox Church. Three-voiced songs
have been a tradition of Georgian music since ancient times, but it wasn’t until
the early 1900s that Georgia’s musical culture started drawing a lot of interest
from the outside world.

The Georgians are masters of polyphony, a type of music that consists of two or
more independent melodic voices. The term is usually used in reference to music
of the late Middle Ages and Renaissance periods.

The 20th century has seen professional choirs such as Anzor Erkomaishvili’s
Rustavi Choir achieve fame throughout Georgia.. Choirs are generally all male,
although some female groups exist. Mixed-gender choirs are quite rare.



Feature Article (p.2)

There are many Georgian folk dances which are performed for a number of
reasons:
Kartuli – This romantic dance is meant to remind the audience of a wedding. The
dance is always performed by a couple, and it incorporates the softness and grace
of a woman, who must keep her eyes downcast at all times and glide across the
floor gracefully. The man must keep his upper body motionless and keep his eyes
focused on the woman at all times as if she was the only woman in the world.
Kartuli has earned a reputation for being one of the hardest dances in the world to
perform.
Khorumi – A war dance that originated in the Ajara, the southwestern region of
Georgia, only a few men originally performed Khorumi. Over time, the dance form
has grown in scale, and today’s version has been known to have thirty to forty
dancers participating.
Kintouri – This dance portrays the city life of old Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia. It is
named after kintos, the small merchants of Tbilisi. Dancers wear black outfits with
baggy pants. The dance is light natured and fun to watch.
Khevsuruli – This mountain dance best represents the Georgian spirit, uniting
themes of love, courage, respect, skill, beauty and colorfulness in one incredible
performance. The dance begins with a flirting couple who are interrupted by
another young man seeking the attention of the woman. The men begin to quarrel,
and the woman stops the men from fighting by throwing her veil between them.
Khevsuruli is known for being very technical and requires intense practice and a
high level of skill in order to perform the dance without hurting anyone.
Khanjluri is based on the idea of competition. In this dance, shepherds compete
with each other in the usage of daggers and in performing complicated
movements. This dance style requires tremendous skill and practice on the part of
the performers since it involves using knives and daggers.

The Georgians are also renowned for their love of dance.



International Day for the Elimination of 
Violence against Women, 25 November 2018

Noteworthy

“Across the world, people are mobilizing to stop the abuse of women and
girls. This is no longer just the concern of women’s organizations. More and
more people realize that gender-based violence is everybody’s problem and
that everybody is responsible for stopping it.”- Former UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon

On November 25, the world will be observing the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence against Women. Violence against women and girls is a
violation of human rights and a pressing global issue.Violence against women
and girls is not inevitable. Violence against women and girls can and should be
prevented.

Violence against women is a consequence of discrimination against women
and girls, in law and practice, and of persisting inequalities between men and
women.

35% of women and girls globally experience some form of physical and or
sexual violence in their lifetime with up to seven in ten women facing this
abuse in some countries.

Violence against women and girls impacts on, and impedes, progress in many
areas, including poverty eradication, combatting HIV and AIDS, and peace and
security.

Violence against women and girls has enormous social and economic costs for
individuals, families, communities and societies and has a significant impact
on development and the realization of sustainable development goals.



Some ideas on how to observe November 25 within your groups:  
Organize a walk with women’s groups and other civil society groups to 
mark the 16 Days of  Activism. Wear orange t-shirts, face paint and or 
wigs, and carry orange banners, posters and balloons.  Use the 
opportunity to engage members of your local community and raise 
awareness of violence against women and girls.

Turn your profile picture orange for the duration of the 16 Days! 
Whether you’re on Twitter or on Facebook, you turn your current profile 
picture orange. Go to http://twibbon.com/search and type in 
“#Orangeurhood in #16days”. 

Turn your emails orange! Write your emails in orange text, and put the 
following line on the bottom:  Wonder why this email is orange? 
Because it’s the International Day to End Violence against Women. 

Call on men and boys to share photos of themselves via social media 
wearing orange with a message explaining their support for the issue, 
including the hashtags #HeforShe and #orangeurhood. Follow 
@HeforShe on Twitter. 

Organize a round-table with men’s organizations and women’s 
organizations working towards gender  equality and the elimination of 
violence against women, to discuss how they can work together to 
enhance women’s agency and end structural discrimination to prevent 
and end violence against women, and share information about effective 
prevention strategies and initiatives.

For more info: http://www.un.org/en/events/endviolenceday/

Noteworthy

http://www.un.org/en/events/endviolenceday/


Al-Anon is a mutual support program for people whose lives have been affected
by someone else’s drinking. By sharing common experiences and applying the Al-
Anon principles, families and friends of alcoholics can bring positive changes to
their individual situations, whether or not the alcoholic admits the existence of a
drinking problem or seeks help.

How Al-Anon can help me?

Our personal situations may be different, but we share as equals because of
what we have in common: our lives have been affected by another person’s
drinking.

We can find understanding and support when we share our common experience
with each other. Some of us are here because a spouse or partner has struggled
with alcoholism. For others, the problem drinker is a parent, child, or grandchild.
Sometimes a brother, a sister, or some other friend or relative brings us to Al-
Anon. Many of us have had more than one alcoholic family member or friend.

Alcoholism has similar effects on us all. Many newcomers are most interested in
hearing about situations and relationships that are similar to their own.

We urge you to try the program that can lead you to find peace and serenity,
whether the alcoholic is still drinking or not.

Al-Anon Tblisi

Mondays 11:00am/ Thursdays 7:30pm

Bakradze #9 (1 block from Rooms Hotel) 6th floor

tlf.+995 577401209

Noteworthy



Noteworthy

EMMAUS GEORGIA

What is it about?

EMMAUS is a solidarity movement to 
help the poor in distress or homeless 

people.



EMMAUS GEORGIA
International Charity Organization

Giorgi Ghelaghutashvili is the founder president of the
Organization.
Registered since 3 years in Georgia, in contact with
EMMAUS FRANCE. Expect to be connected in the future at
EMMAUS INTERNATIONAL.

Noteworthy

• Collection of clothing and other items (furniture,
covers, linens, dishes and cooking tools) for sale at a
low price or by weight. A social shop is located in a
local next to Digomi metro station. Clothes are also
given in several districts and to veterans.

• Offers accommodation and activity to people in need.
A social house is available for 10 persons. Today 5
women live there and are involved to help association
by cooking, tidy up and sort clothes.

The goal is to revive people in life.

• Take part in specific actions: Provide school supplies,
soup and hot meals for holidays, help to provide
heater or amenities in unhealthy habitats, medical or
other equipment.

Action



Social Shop

Noteworthy



Social House

Noteworthy



Point of situation:

• Currently, a container of clothes arrived from
France.

A place next to DIDUBE Metro is arranged like a shop.
• The sale of clothes is the only income to pay rents

both for storage, social shop and social house.
which is too expensive.

• He need to collect more clothes, not too worn, that
can be sold.

• In the future he hope that they will be able to
collect other effects like toys, dishes etc..

Today…
3 persons have salary. There are also volunteers.
2000 persons have been helped till today.
14 tons of clothes have been distributed during the 
last 3 years.

• A big number of families, among them families
with lots of children, live in precariousness, in
squats without any convenience around the city.
Many veterans can’t live decently.

Noteworthy



Noteworthy

Petra Benkö IWA President president@iwa.ge

Lila Yiannakaki IWA Newsletter Chair newsletter@iwa.ge

Susanne Fimpel Co-Chair IWA Newsletter Co-Chair

Oya Atakan IWA Fundraising Chair fundraising@iwa.ge

Joriel van der Auwera IWA Fundraising Co-Chair

Rusodan Nikolaishvili IWA Communications Chair iwa@iwa.ge

Nino Kirvalidze IWA Communication Co-

Chair

Enid Burki IWA Culture Chair culture@iwa.ge

Katy Zuabiani IWA Culture Co-Chair

Anush Klimcyk IWA Culture Co-Chair 

Interestgroups

interestgroups@iwa.ge

Aleid Doumas IWA CPC Chair cpc@iwa.ge

Ivetta Gedvilaite IWA CPC Co-Chair

Manana Chubinidze

Alena Doering IWA treasurer treasurer@iwa.ge

Dea Ghvaberidze IWA treasurer Co-Chair

Tako Kikabidze IWA Membership Chair membership@iwa.ge

Natia Tatilashvili Membership Co-Chair

Svetlana Henderson

Güniz Kayatekin Chair Special Events specialevents@iwa.ge

Gulsah Yildiz Special Events Co-Chair

Tako Megrelishvili-Jonson Hospitality Chair hospitaltiy@iwa.ge

Diana Shatirishvili Hospitality Co-Chair
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Book Club

Interest Groups

Our first Book Club meeting at Prospero's Books . We met the
American author of the book "The Georgian Beekeeper" Robert
Morris" through Skype. It was great!



Cooking Club

Interest Groups

IWA Cooking Club opened the 2018-2019 season on October 2 with a
cooking session of Azerbaijani cuisine hosted by Hanum Aziz and
Ulviyya Ahadova. We cooked Azerbaijani rice with saffron; chicken
stuffed with "levengi" - onion/walnuts stuffing from the South of
Azerbaijan; lamb with dried fruit and roasted chestnuts. The feast
was finished by sour cherry cobbler, which was washed down by
Azerbaijani tea. We were lucky to have a warm and sunny day, so we
took the opportunity and served the lunch in the garden. Next
session will be held in November.



Choir

Interest Groups

IWA Choir was singing at the Austrian National Day.
Thanks to Nana Kalandadze, the IWA Choir group leader and all 
singing ladies.



Want to learn more check out IWA 
Member, Nana Shavtvaladze’s
Language School
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/

Language

www.lsgeorgia.com

Georgian Phrases    1

gamarjoba!- გამარჯობა! – Hi!/Hello! 
gamarjobat!- გამარჯობათ! – Hello! (plural & polite)
rogor/a khar!- როგორ/ა ხარ?– How are you? 
rogor/a khart!- როგორ/ა ხართ? – How are you? (polite)                   
rogorbrdzandebi!- როგორბრძანდები?– How are you? 
(polite)                   
rogorbrdzandebit!- როგორბრძანდებით?– How are you? 
(plural & polite)
gmadlob, kargad!- გმადლობ, კარგად! – Thank you, well!
gmadlobt, kargad!- გმადლობთ, კარგად!– Thank you, 
well!(plural & polite)
didimadloba!- დიდი მადლობა!– Thank you very much!
by  NanaShavtvaladze

www.lsgeorgia.com

https://www.livelingua.com/peace-corps-georgian-course.php
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/


Language

Georgian Phrases    1.1

gamarjobat!- გამარჯობათ, ბატონო პრეზიდენტო! –
HelloMr. president! (polite)
gamarjobat, tqvenoudidebulesobav!- გამარჯობათ, თქვენო 
უდიდებულესობავ! – Helloyour excellences! 
gamarjobat, bat’ono Giorgi!–გამარჯობათ, ბატონო გიორგი! –
HelloMr. George! (polite)
gamarjobat, qalbatono Nino! –გამარჯობათ, ქალბატონო 
ნინო! – Hello Mrs. Nino(polite)
mobrdzandi! –მობრძანდი! – Come in! (singular & polite)
mobrdzandit!–მობრძანდით! – Come in! (plural & polite)
ketiliiqkhostqvenimobrdzaneba! –კეთილი იყოს თქვენი 
მობრძანება! – Welcome! (plural & polite)
dabrdzandi! –დაბრძანდი! – Have a seat! (singular & polite)
dabrdzandit!- დაბრძანდით! – Have a seat! (plural & polite)

by  NanaShavtvaladze
www.lsgeorgia.com

https://www.livelingua.com/peace-corps-georgian-course.php


Holidays and Observances around 

the World.  

http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/
http://www.officeholidays.com/index.php

Notices & Special Offers

http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/
http://www.officeholidays.com/index.php


Art Gallery "Tamarisi"

I founded Art Gallery "Tamarisi" in 2011, though I never intended to do so. Prior to
that for about 15 years I was helping a family of 3 artists (mother, son and daughter-
in-law) by buying their art pieces. Thus a vast collection gathered, though in these
years I was often giving out pictures of these artists as gifts to foreign ambassadors
visiting the Diplomatic Academy of Georgia which I ran. Being grateful for the lectures
ambassadors gave to our students, I was happy to give them as gifts pictures of
Georgian artists which hang around in all lecture halls and lobbies of the Academy.
Time passed. It became necessary to move my collection to my private premises
which could not hold all of them. So I bought an open space under my apartment and
hired workers to build a hall in which I would exhibit my collection. Thus involuntarily
an art gallery was founded. Once created, it had to fulfill its function - work as a
gallery and give chance to art admirers to enjoy pictures gathered by me for years.

The gallery offers to viewers and connoisseurs of art wonderful pictures of Georgian
artists known either for exquisite classical, or for fantastic modern eclectic style.
Exhibited are pictures by Honored Artist Lia Svanidze, stunning art of Edisher
Baramidze, fine still lives of Keti Gogichashvili, copies of famous German artists Max
Tilke and Oscar Shmerling, other artists. Fantastic pictures hang around in well
exposed series in no less attractive space.

Most modern of the artists, Edisher Baramidze often created installations, using mixed
technique - paints, stone, brick, clay, sawdust, threads, seeds...Often this was
prompted not only by originality, but by the lack of money. Whatever the reason,
richness of material and the artist's imagination created colorful pictures among
which you can come across realistic, abstract or romantic portraits, still lives,
installations, cosmic bodies, images of people of various races, static and dynamic
figures, samurais, actors, musicians, dancers, nudes, flowers, theatrical mysteries, etc..
In Edisher's head reality and fantasy, sane and crazy ideas were fused, which is visible
in his art. We see the artist as a naive, primitivist painter who also used surrealistic
and impressionistic means of expression. Edisher is no longer around, but his fantastic

art seems to be a reincarnation of his body and survival of his soul.

Notices 



At the gallery there are also most interesting landscapes and portraits
created by Edisher's mother, Honored Artist of Georgia Lia Svanidze, and
still lives made by his wife Keti Gogochashvili. Actually in the gallery
everything revolves around Edisher Baramidze.

A well known journalist Nugzar Rukhadze wrote in "Georgian Journal": " It
took Tamar Tsintsadze 15 years to put together this collection. She started
as an amateur but ended as a connoiseur ...,patron of arts and shepherd of
Baramidze's talent... What a great trubute done to Georgian fine arts !".
Maybe, these words are too much of a praise and an overestimation of my
efforts. But come and judge by yourself.

The exhibition is charity oriented - the proceeds will go to the family of the
late artist Edisher Baramidze (his 3 grandchildren born after his death) and
charity projects conceived and implemented by members of Rotary Club of
Tbilisi Academia which I founded in 2009.

The last but not the least - in the gallery there is a boutique with fine items
for ladies :outfits for all seasons, unique handmade and designers' bags,
various accessories, jewellery, etc. Items are grouped into coloreful sets by
color and style. Various items were brought from countries all over the
world as a result of my travels. Come and enjoy exotic collections. Proceeds
from sales in the boutique are also charity oriented.

Dr. Tamari (Tamriko) Tsintsadze, member of IWA

Address: 18 Gegechkori str. (Saburtalo, territory "Shanghai", entrance from 
34 Kazbegi.av.). 

Visits by appointment -mob.577 46 10 38, ph.2 43 26 66

e-mail: tarmriko@mail.com Fb Art Gallery "Tamarisi"

Notices 



Visit to Art Gallery Vake
IWA Coffee morning on 7th of November was kindly hosted by
our member Eka Reisner at her Art Gallery on 47, Abashidze in
Vake.

Eka had invited three artists to present their artwork to our
ladies.

Artist painter Maka Zedelashvili presented her paintings with the
theme of women and violence.

A collection of handmade jewelry was presented by jewelry
designer Irma Gorgadze.

COFFEE MORNINGS



Nana Okruashvili invited everyone to join her workshop on
handmade traditional Georgian dolls in the boutique next door.
There was a great interest from the ladies and all enjoyed
making their first traditional Georgian doll and proudly carried
their own piece of art home.

Thank you dear Nana for this fun workshop!

Thank you dear Eka for this wonderful "arty“ Coffee morning!

COFFEE MORNINGS



Advertisements 

Helena’s Bedwell Cook Book

While she has appeared live on Bloomberg TV programmes, mostly she has
been reporting on financial stories, concentrating on the government,
economy, lifestyle and banking in Georgia.
Helena also holds child development and psychology diplomas and is a
certified translator and interpreter.

This project, and hopefully many more to come, was made possible by the
Gastronaut Company, led by Lali Papashvili and Levan Qoqiashvili and their
handpicked team. Gastronaut’s photographer Emma Matevosyan shares the
same passion for food as Helena and she is a mother of three children and a
true Master of Photography in the kitchen. The Gastronauts team, Emma and
Helena were the perfect match for this book.
This book will be a good addition to the shelves for of those who are
adventurous in exploring the global world of flavours. Georgia is a country
which has always relied on natural farming, Georgians just enjoy the taste of
natural ingredients and, of course, drink natural wine at all their festivities and
with day to day meals.

Helena Bedwell is a veteran journalist of 25
years. Her career has been varied because
she has lived in several countries. During this
time she has applied her skills as a TV
reporter and in written journalism. After
leaving Georgia in 1998 with her British
husband, they travelled the world with their
children, but Helena never stopped her
career and in addition developed an interest
in cooking Georgian food and promoting it.
Now she works for Bloomberg News, a
worldwide financial news company, where
she has been for the last 11 years.



Advertisements

Those are handmade items for multiple occasions and day to day use. 
Customized with passion to suit everybody's taste for all seasons.

Crafts

More items can be prepared based on personal orders as well.
For more information please contact  Mira to the following 
address:miradihmes@gmail.com



Georgian Recipes

Georgian Traditional Christmas Pie Recipe

Ingredients:

Leavened dough 1 kg
Cheese – 800 grams (the one that is used for cooking khachapuri)
Hard-boiled eggs 2
1 egg to grease the surface of the pie

Instructions:

Pie can be of any shape, but mostly it is oval or half moon. Divide 
the dough into balls and leave it to rest for 10-15 minutes. 
Meanwhile remove the shell from hard boiled eggs and cut into half 
or more pieces. Grind cheese.

Roll the dough. If you are making a pie of half moon shape, put 
cheese and eggs on one part of dough and then cover it with 
another part of dough. You can prepare pie right on a baking sheet. 
Place the flattened dough on baking sheet and put the filling on it. 
Before putting the pie into oven, grease it with a whipped egg. Cook 
at 180 C- 200 C for 20 – 25 minutes.



The Grapevine earnestly seeks 
your participation.  Help make 
this a publications which 
reflects all the talents, 
interests, and abilities of our 
membership.  Deadlines are 
the fifteenth (15th) of the 
month.  If that deadline is 
missed, the submission will 
appear in the next regularly 
scheduled issue.

Essays
Articles

Photographs
Painting & Drawing

Favorite Recipes

ed·i·tor
ˈedədər/
noun
noun: editor; plural noun: editors
a person who is in charge of and 
determines the final content of a text, 
particularly a newspaper or magazine.
"the editor of The New York Times"

writ·er
ˈrīdər/
noun
noun: writer; plural noun: writers
a person who has written a particular 
text.
"the writer of the letter"

a person who writes books, 
stories, or articles as a job or 
regular occupation.

re·port·er
rəˈpôrdər/
noun
noun: reporter; plural noun: reporters
a person who reports, especially one 
employed to report news or conduct 
interviews for newspapers or 
broadcasts.

IWA Notices



Reminder:   Members in 
good standing are allowed 
to place appropriate ads in 
the newsletter for free.  
Having a moving sale,  crafts 
to sell, an apartment to 
rent, an event to announce 
send it in with text and 
photos and the ad will  be 
placed as you have written 
it.  As above, deadlines are 
the  15th.

Tako Megrelishvili Johnson, this 
year’s Hospitality Chair requests 
that if you have any ideas, 
comments, or complaints about 
our events that you give them 
to her in a formal written 
document.

Events that you think may 
be of interest to our 
Membership.

You can advertise:   
Houses or apartments 
for rent,  

Household goods or cars 
for sale, 

Your own creations, such 
as art, photographs, 
crafts, etc.,

In Europe, any guest who was 
invited to a party where a 
whole pineapple was 
displayed, knew that no 
expense had been spared in 
guaranteeing the guests' 
enjoyment. It was this that 
made the crowned fruit the 
high symbol of social events 
and became the meaning of 
welcome, friendship, and 
hospitality.
http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/a-brief-history-
of-the-hospitality-pineapple-200667

http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/a-brief-history-of-the-hospitality-pineapple-200667
http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/a-brief-history-of-the-hospitality-pineapple-200667
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